Where are you on the financial generosity
ladder of discipleship?
Step 4

I’m giving 10% or beyond. I’ve started or am
starting to tithe and I’m not going back. I’m
prayerfully looking for more opportunities to give
to special ministries of the church (relaunching,
children, youth, etc.). I’ve prepared for or beginning
to prepare for a Legacy Gift through my will.

Step 3

I’m ready to try 10% (at least for 3 months).
I’ve prayed about it and I’m committed to a three
month “trial tithe”. We may not be able to do it for
the year, but we’re going to see what it feels like to
give 10% of what we’ve been blessed with so that
lives can be changed through the ministry of SPCC.
I’ve signed the pledge card and I’m using automatic
transfer.

Step 2

Step 1

I’m taking step 2 (or 3...or 4). I’m moving forward
this year in my giving with the dream of someday
giving 10%. I’ve chosen a challenging next step in the
percentage that I give and I’m making some personal
sacrifices to so that lives can be changed through my
generosity. I’m completing a pledge form with a
higher percentage and I’m using automatic transfer.
I’m ready to take the first step. I understand that
my finances are a picture of my priorities, that I’m
called to generosity, and I believe SPCC is worthy as a
vehicle of that generosity. I’m committing to
intentional pledged giving via automatic withdrawal.
My gift will come FIRST, not as a leftover. I’ve prayed
about an amount/percentage I can begin with as I move
toward 10% in the future.
I’m off the ladder. I haven’t got much of a plan for my
financial life right now or I find my financial situation too
overwhelming to consider giving. I could use some help
with financial planning and debt reduction. Please contact
me privately about finding a personal financial mentor or
debt reduction/financial planning small groups.

Some Caveats for interpreting the Generosity Ladder:
1- Understand your finances are a picture of your priorities. Your checkbook is a reflection of your heart.
2- Understand that it is never about the “total” of your gift, it’s about the spirit of your gift. Some who give the smallest “total” amount make
the greatest sacrifices. Some who give the most struggle the least with a total. That’s why we use percentages. That’s a much better way to
consider your sacrificial giving.
3- It’s OK to admit you’re off the ladder. We’d love to discreetly help you get more financially healthy through discreet coaching and/or small
groups related to financial health and sustainability. Please complete that portion of the pledge card for more assistance.

